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What are the Benefits?

50%

Prevent 50% or More of EPD Related 
Losses by Sharing Patterns.

What is the Fraud Consortium?

How is it Used to Find Fraud?

70%

Detect up to 70% More Fraud By 
Finding Fraud before loans fund.

The Auto Lending Fraud Consortium is a data collective where 
lenders pool their historic fraud and application data so it can be 
analyzed and used in machine learning models to help them 
stop future fraud.

• Application Data

• Confirmed Fraud Information

• Dealer Fraud Information

• Early Payment Default

What Data Gets Shared?

How Can You Participate?

Fraud and non fraud data

is aggregated

Machine Learning is applied 

to spot patterns of fraud

Models scan for those fraud patterns

on every new application

Non Fraud Loan Fraud Loan

Phd Fraud Scientist guide machines 
to learn the complex patterns and 
relationships of fraud in the data


Cross lender data provides better 
intelligence on fraud patterns than 
single lenders data.


Models produce scores which 
mathematically determine the 
likelihood of fraud being present.


Fraud Score 999 - High Risk!

Lenders can join the Auto Lending Fraud Consortium by agreeing to share their data and patterns of 
fraud in the data consortium.  Lenders can also participate in quarterly fraud meetings to share best 
practices, review new fraud trends and statistics from the fraud data scientists.  Contact Kathleen 
Waid at kwaid@pointpredictive.com for more information.

EPD

Detect Missed Fraud

Prevent Early Pay Default

Detect All Fraud Types - The consortium addresses 
all fraud (income, employment, straw borrower, 
identity and collateral fraud), not just identity fraud.

Spot Dealer Fraud Much Earlier - Detect patterns 
of dealer fraud before you experience any defaults or 
charge-offs.

Detect Fraud Ring Activity - Detect geographic 
fraud patterns where fraud rings are actively targeting 
you and your dealers.

Prevent Hidden Fraud - Detect up to 70% more fraud 
that might be slipping through your existing controls 
with more powerful analytics.

Reduce Early Pay Defaults- Prevent up to 50% 
more early payment defaults that contain evidence of 
fraud or misrepresentation on the application.

Optimize STIP’s and Manual Review - Create targeted 
STIP strategies to increase fraud detected, reduce false 
positives and enable more auto approvals.
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